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It was the 

evening we

arrived and we

ate lasagna, my

favorite dish.

We were on the 

plane to leave

It was the first day we went to school

the students had a choirMonday



At the end of the day there

are musicians who make an 

orchestra

We celebrated teachers’ day, in honor of all teachers. We

are a big cake!



Then we went to the shopping center with Gül

Narine, she was the girl who welcomed us during

our stay

We were still at the shopping 

center there was a super big tree



Then we ate kebab donër

Kebab Donër



We made macaroons

The Turkish taught us how to cook Sarma

Portugais 

cooking 

traditionel salad

The Greek cooking 

tropical salad

The Portuguese

cooking 

chocolate

Salamé



The table was

full

« I loved it so much that I 

wanted another serving » 

« Then we went to a typical Turkish

restaurant, carved in the mountain »



Wednesday we

went to a cave 

where people 

lived at the time 

they could have 

stayed a month

without having

to leave the 

cave. Mr Gigon

had to bend

down because

the corridors 

were very small

We arrived at the place where we

visited the troglodyte houses

There are an 

animals



Then we went to a restaurant 

Turkish

This is what I eat



Then we went back to the UNESCO 

world heritage

« all that we saw

here will

disappear at 

some point, 

because of the 

phenomenon of 

erosion ».



Before returning to Ankara we

stopped at a store and in the store 

there were pastries it was between

sweets and cakes



I couldn’t take a 

lot of photos 

because it was

forbidden

On Thursday, We

went to Ataturk

Mausoleum: 

Ataturk created

the republic of 

Türkiye in 1923.



The we went in 

Ankara castle



We ate there

Then we went in 

a  museum

The professor went

to the mosque



At the end of the day we went to the 

funfair

We went to Gül Narine’s uncle’s house



In the morning we made 

paintings

Friday 



Afternoon we

made a puzzle of 

Turkey

Then we had the 

graduation 

ceremony

And the students showed us 

how a Turkish wedding takes

place



Friday we

took the 

plane back 

to France, it

was the best 

week of my

life
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